The programme is intended for foreign students, graduates from the bachelor study programme at a School of Architecture.

The four semester full-time study programme (120 ECTS credits) with a design studio each semester, completed with the diploma project and the state examinations, programme leading to the degree of Ing. arch.

The programme is recognised by the European Union. The graduates will be admitted to apply for the authorisation by the Czech Chamber of Architects or other professional organisation in EU.

Architecture and Urbanism

www.fa.cvut.cz/EN

Deadline for applications: NON-EU 31. 3. 2022
EU 31. 5. 2022
The programme is intended for foreign students, graduates from the bachelor study programme at a School of Architecture.

The four semester full-time study programme (120 ECTS credits) with a design studio each semester, completed with the diploma project and the state examinations, programme leading to the degree of MgA.

The programme is recognised by the European Union. The graduates will be admitted to apply for the authorisation by the Czech Chamber od Architects or other professional organisation in EU.

Design

www.fa.cvut.cz/EN

Deadline for applications: NON-EU 31. 3. 2022
EU 31. 5. 2022
The programme is intended for foreign students, graduates from the bachelor study programme at a School of Architecture.

The four semester full-time study programme (120 ECTS credits) with a design studio each semester, completed with the diploma project and the state examinations, programme leading to the degree of Ing.

The programme is recognised by the European Union. The graduates will be admitted to apply for the authorisation by the Czech Chamber of Architects or other professional organisation in EU.

Landscape Architecture

www.fa.cvut.cz/EN

Deadline for applications: NON-EU 31. 3. 2022
EU 31. 5. 2022